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A gladiator (Latin: gladiator, "swordsman", from gladius, "sword") was an armed combatant who entertained
audiences in the Roman Republic and Roman Empire in violent confrontations with other gladiators, wild
animals, and condemned criminals. Some gladiators were volunteers who risked their lives and their legal
and social standing by appearing in the arena.
Gladiator - Wikipedia
A retiarius (plural retiarii; literally, "net-man" or "net-fighter" or fisherman in Latin) was a Roman gladiator who
fought with equipment styled on that of a fisherman: a weighted net (rete, hence the name), a three-pointed
trident (fuscina or tridens), and a dagger ().The retiarius was lightly armoured, wearing an arm guard and a
shoulder guard (galerus).
Retiarius - Wikipedia
IN HIGH RESOLUTION PDF ELECTRONIC VERSION -Young, desirable women sentenced to the cross
suffered ten times as much as men. To the criminal mind of guards and executors, there was no sight more
desirable than a naked young woman suffering upon the cross for days or weeks... - Adult Comic Album by
DAMIAN. Dialogs by NAJ - 33 full comic color pages!!!
ROMAN CRUELTY & DECADENCE #3 - DAMIAN - DOFantasy
Jordan Tourism Board is happy to announce: The Romans are back! The Roman Army and Chariot
Experience, RACE, is back with daily performances in the hippodrome in Jerash!
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